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Abstract
The procedure to generate the grid around a complex wing configuration is presented in
this report. The automatic grid generation utilizes the Modified Advancing Front Method as a pre-
dictor and an elliptic scheme as a corrector. The scheme will advance the surface grid one cell out-
ward and the newly obtained grid is corrected using the Laplace equation. The predictor-corrector
step ensures that the grid produced will be smooth for every configuration. The predictor-corrector
scheme is extended for a complex wing configuration. A new technique is developed to deal with
the grid generation in the wing-gaps and on the flaps. It will create the grids that fill the gap on the
wing surface and the gap created by the flaps. The scheme recognizes these configurations auto-
maticaUy so that minimal user input is required. By utilizing an appropriate sequence in advancing
the grid points on a wing surface, the automatic grid generation for complex wing configurations is
achieved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Grid generation is very crucial to computational fluid dynamics applications.
The numerical approximation of partial differential equations requires the
discretization of the entire flow field. The accuracy and efficiency of numerical
solutions are highly dependent on the grids that discretize the domain. The grid
generation process is still the labor-intensive and time-consuming part in computing
the flow field around a complex three-dimensional configuration. Robust grid
generation codes are needed to reduce the user interference to a minimum and to
increase the capabilities to generate the grids around a complex configuration.
Therefore, an automatic grid generation is highly desired.
The present research extends the method previously developed by Kim 1. The
method combines a hyperbolic-type predictor and an elliptic-type corrector. The
predictor utilizes the Modified Advancing Front Method and the Laplace equation is
used as the corrector. The Modified Advancing Front Method generates the grid by
advancing a layer of a quadrilateral grid cell. The predictor uses the geometric
information of the initial grid of the interested body. The corrector step prevents the
grids from skewing and overlapping in highly curved configurations. The method
reduces the amount of user input required for on the grid generation process.
The automatic grid generation is extended so that it can generate the grid
around a complex flapped wing configuration with minimal user input. The predictor-
corrector method is used as the basic rule of the grids advancement, however several
modifications are introduced so that the current grid generation scheme can
accommodate the more complex wing configuration. New techniques are introduced to
handle the irregularities that exist on an initial grid. A cut on a wing surface and a gap
betweenthe wing surfaceandflapscanbeconsideredas irregularities.The procedure
used in the grid generation process is also established in the research. The procedure
includes a scheme which recognizes irregularities, fixes them and then determines the
sequence of advancements. These efforts are done to automate the grid generation
process so that the cost to generate the grid can be reduced.
In Chapter 2, the three-dimension Modified Advancing Front Method is
explained. This method is the basic scheme to advance the grids of a body surface.
Two new procedures to generate the grids are discussed in Chapter 3. These
procedures are automated the process of grid generation around the wing-flap
configuration. In chapter 4, the two examples of complex wing configuration are
presented. Finally, the conclusions of the present research and suggestions for future
research are given on Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Advancing Scheme
In this chapter, the advancing scheme is discussed. It is based on a hyperbolic-
type predictor with an elliptic-type corrector. The predictor uses the Modified
Advancing Front Method and Laplace's equation is used as a corrector. A 3-layer grid
system is established for the scheme. The first layer is the grid before the advancement
and the second layer consists of the grid generated by the predictor step. Finally, the
third layer is created by mirroring the first grid layer with respect to the middle, or
second grid. Then the corrector step is applied to the 3-layer grid system and the
resultant grid becomes the next grid advancement. The predictor-corrector step is done
repeatedly to generate the grid on the entire domain of interest.
2.1. Predictor Step
The first step of the scheme is the predictor step. It uses a marching scheme
similar to those used in the hyperbolic grid generation. It advances the grids outward
with the distance that is specified by the user. The idea of Advancing Front Method
(AFM) was originally used to generate unstructured triangular meshes 3. It was then
modified to generate quadrilateral grids for two-dimensions by Kim 2. Then the new
scheme was applied to three-dimensions _.
Some terminology is used in the grid generation scheme and they will appear
throughout the chapters.
1. A Block is a collection of grid points. A block can represent one of the wing parts.
For example : wingtip, upper or lower wing surface, flap and so on.
42. A Multi-block is a collection of several grid blocks that will become a front. The
default rule in forming a front is that the two adjacent blocks have to be connected
smoothly
3. Degree of Guidedness (DOG) is a parameter for the connectivity between the host
and donor front. The host front is the front of interest while the donor fronts are
the fronts that are connected to the host front.
An illustration of a grid block and multi-block front is shown in figure 2.1.
The advancement of each front is solely driven by the relation with its
neighboring fronts. Each front is required to have one-to-one connectivity to the
adjacent front. This means that each comer of a front meets with a comer of the other
front. This property is maintained throughout the process of generating the grids. If, in
some circumstances, a particular comer does not meet other comers, the front is
modified so that the one-to-one connectivity is preserved. The illustration of this
process is presented in figure 2.2.
After the connectivity is established, the advancing vector and advancing
distance have to be calculated for each point on the front of interest. The direction of
the advancement is determined by a simple "right hand rule," that is, the direction of
grid generation is the result of the cross product of i-vector and j-vector on the body
surface. In order to obtain an advancing vector, the normal vector is calculated using
the geometric information of the surface and the formula used is :
- 1 I F,x_,÷ I
with =
where I is the number of surrounding points and f, is the vector from the point of
interest to surrounding points. Figure 2.3. shows the schematic of the calculation of
normal vector. An advancing vector can be calculated by adjusting the normal vector
based on the vector at each comer of a particular front. The comer vector is calculated
based on the Degree of Guidedness value of a side of the front. Depending on the
valueof Degreeof Guidedness,the advancing distance is determined from the user's
input parameters or the adjacent fronts. Different Degree of Guidedness values will
give different comer vectors and advancing distances, as will be discussed later.
Since the grid advancement is solely driven by the geometry of the body
surface, the Degree of Guidedness is crucial to provide the geometric information. It
determines the advancement of the grid block and the value is determined from the
angle between the host and donor front and the number of donor fronts that are
connected to the host front. The angle is calculated by averaging the angle at each grid
point along a connected side. The Degree of Guidedness parameter is used to form the
multi-block front and to determine the priority advancement of each multi-block front.
There are five values of degree of guidedness.
A side that has degree of guidedness equal to one is categorized as guided
advancement since this advancement is done by using the neighboring grid block as a
guiding front. This type of advancement does not need user's input since all necessary
parameters are obtained from the guide front. These parameters are number of
advancement, advancing distance and direction of the grid.
Degree of guidedness = 1 is assigned to a side that has angle greater or equal
than forty-five degrees and less than 135 degrees. An initial grid is illustrated in figure
2-4(a). The advancement process is started by determining the active front. An active
front is a front that will advance using the other front as a guide. The advancing
vectors and advancing distances are obtained from the adjacent guided front. The first
two grid advancements are shown on figure 2-4(b). This advancement continues until
the guide front is covered with new quadrilateral cells as presented on figure 2-4(c)
Degree of guidedness values of 0, -1, -2 and -3 are known as free
advancement. The free advancement requires user input through the input file
mapbg.inp, which is explained in appendix A. In this case, an adjusted normal
direction is taken as the advancing direction and the advancing distance is supplied by
the user.
Degreeof guidednessof zerois assignedto asidethatis connectedto a sideof
neighboringgridblock smoothlyandhasananglegreaterthanor equalto 135degrees
and less thanor equal to 225 degrees.The initial grids areshown in figure 2-5(a).
Sincetheseblocksaresmoothlyconnected,theybecomeone front andwill advance
simultaneously.Theadvancingdistanceandthe numberof advancementaregivenby
the userthroughthe input file. Theprocessof the grid advancementfor this valueof
degreeof guidednessis illustratedon figure2-5(b)and(c).
Degreeof guidedness= -1 is assigned to a side that has an angle greater than
225 degrees and less than or equal to 315 degrees. Two initial block grids are shown in
figure 2-6(a). For this value of degree of guidedness, there are two fronts in the initial
grid block. The process is initiated by advancing the grid on one of the fronts as many
steps as specified in the input file and the advancing distance is given by the user. This
first step is illustrated on figure 2-6(b). Then the next step is to combine the grid on the
other front with its adjacent block that is created as a result of the first fi'ont
advancement. These two fronts will advance simultaneously similar to the grid blocks
that have degree of guidedness of zero. The number of advancement and its distance is
also specified by the user. The f'mal grid is shown on figure 2-6(c).
Degree of Guidedness (DOG) = -2 is assigned to the side that has an angle
greater than 315 degrees and less than 360 degrees. The initial grid is shown on figure
2-7(a). Since these blocks are not connected in a smooth sense, each block becomes a
front. Then, each front grows independently using the parameters specified by the user.
As the result of these two grid advancements, a third front is created and is shown on
figure 2-7(b). The next step is to advance this newly formed front with the number and
distance that is specified by the user. The grid generated by this type of process is
illustrated on figure 2-7(c).
The last value of degree of guidedness is -3. This value is assigned to a side
that does not have a grid block connected to it. This free advancement uses the normal
7vectorastheadvancingvectorandtheadvancingdistanceis specifiedbytheuser.The
process of the grid generation is given on figure 2-8(a) and (b).
The criteria above are used to decide the default value of degree of guidedness
between grid blocks; however, if necessary, other value can be assigned to the side of
the block. This value is changed through an input file called uicall.inp and the input
file is explained in appendix A. Figure 2-9(a) shows two grid blocks that have angle of
300 degrees. According to the default criteria, this connection has the degree of
guidedness equals to -1. The grid resulted from the default value of degree of
guidedness is illustrated on figure 2-9(b). However, by using the input file, a value
zero can be assigned to the connected side. The result is that the two blocks will
become one front and advance simultaneously as shown in figure 2-9(c). It can be seen
that totally different grids are generated by the two different values; however, in some
cases, it is impossible to generate a grid using the assigned value of degree of
guidedness. The feature to specify the degree of guidedness will enable the user to
modify the grid generation so that the grid produced is suitable for the problem of
interest.
Thus, the grid produced becomes the second layer of 3-layer grid system. The
grid produced may contain some non-smooth surfaces that can be magnified as the
grids grow further. This is where the corrector step plays an important role in
correcting this problem.
2.2. Corrector Step
The elliptic grid generation scheme is used as the corrector step. The Laplace's
equations are used as the elliptic equation by following Cordova's approach 3. It is used
to smooth any irregularities that exist on the original front which is the first layer grid
on the 3-layer grid system.
The 3-D Laplace's equations are written as
_+,_+¢_=o
q=+q_+q= =0
where (x,y,z) are the coordinates in the
coordinates in the computational domain.
transformed by applying the transformation
physical domain and (_:,q,_') are the
Then the 3-D Laplace's equations are
4 = 4(x,Y, z )
rI = rl(x,y,z )
¢ = _(x,y,z)
to get the following equations.
o2¢¢+62.7 +c2,, +d2¢. +e2_, + f2,¢ =0
where _" is a position vector i.e. )(=[ x,y,z ]T and the coefficients are
a = (z¢y,,- y_z,)2+ (z¢x.- x,z,_)2+ (y_x.- x,y.) 2
b = (gaYs - Ycz¢) 2 + (z¢x4 - x_.g4) 2 + (y_x¢ - x¢y¢) 2
c = (z,Ty¢ - y,z¢) 2 + (z,Tx¢ - x,lz_) 2 + (y,Tx¢ - x,y¢) 2
d = 2{(ycz¢ - zcy,7)(zy ¢ - ycz_) + (zcx,7 - xcz,7)(x_¢ - zcx¢)
+(y_x,7 - x¢y,1)(xcy ¢ - y¢x¢)}
e = 2{(zCy_ - y_z_)(y,lz _ - z,ly_) + (z_x_ - xcz¢)(x,Tz _ - z,lx¢)
+(y,x¢ - x,y¢)(x_y: - y,x¢)}
f = 2 {(ycz_ - z_y_)(yqz¢ - z_y¢) + (xcz.7 - zcxq)(x_z¢ - zqx¢)
+(x¢y, - y_x,)(x_y_ - y_x¢) }
The Laplace equations are used to smooth the grid produced by the predictor
step. In order to solve the equations, boundary conditions are required. Therefore, the
third layer on the 3-layer grid system is introduced as the boundary conditions. It is
generatedby mirroring thefirst grid layerwith respectto thesecondgrid layeri.e. the
predictedgrid. Then the transformedelliptic equationsare solvediteratively by the
successiveover-relaxation(SOR)methoduntil the solutionconvergesto the specified
convergencecriteria.Thesolutionof theLaplaceequationsbecomethe newsmoother
grid distributionandbecomesthenextgrid advancement.
Figure2-10(a)illustratesan initial grid with anangleof 120degrees.Thegrid
will beadvancedfour stepsandthe resultis shownin figure 2-10(b). It can be seen
that the final grid is smooth unlike the curved surface of the initial grid. This unique
feature of the corrector scheme is to smooth the predicted grids even for highly curved
surface.
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The I st and 2nd block can be combined to form a front
Figure 2-1
Figure 2-2
Difference between grid blocks and front.
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Figure 2-3 Calculation of a normal vector for three dimensional front.
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(c)
Figure 2-4 Degree of Guidedness = 1 : (a) Initial grid blocks with angle between two
fronts of 100 degree, (b) Grid after two advancements, (c) Final result of
the grid advancement.
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(c)
Figure 2-5 Degreee of Guidedness = 0 : (a) Initial grid blocks with angle between two
fronts of 200 degree, (b) Result after three grid advancements, (c) Final
result of the grid advancement.
z l
(a) (b)
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(I))
Figure 2-6 Degree of Guidedness = -1 : (a) Initial grid blocks with angle between two
fronts of 300 degree, (b) Advancement of the grid for the first front, (c)
Final result of the grid advancement.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2-7 Degree of Guidedness = - 2 • (a) Initial grid blocks with angle between two
fronts of 330 degree, (b) Each grid front advances independently, (c) Final
result of the grid advancement.
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Figure2-8
(a) Co)
Degreeof Guidedness= - 3 • (a) Initial grid front without anygrid blocks
connectedto its sides,(b) Resultof thegrid after fiveadvancements.
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Figure2-9
(a)
(b) (c)
Imposing the Degree of Guidedness value other than the default value : (a)
Initial grid with angle between two fronts of 300 degree, (b) Result of the
grid advancement using the default value (DOG = -1), (c) Result of the grid
advancement using the imposed value (DOG = 0).
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(a)
zx
(b)
Figure 2-10 Result of Predictor-Corrector scheme on a concave front • (a) Initial grid
with angle of 120 degree, (b) Result after four front advancements.
Chapter 3
Overall Advancement Procedure
This chapter explains the strategy of front advancements. The advancement is
done sequentially according the priority that is assigned to each front. There are three
stages of advancement : concave block, offset block and outer block advancement.
Each stage has its own strategy of front advancement. The advancement of the front
that has higher priority is done on the concave block stage. Then the rest of the
advancement is done on the offset and outer block stage.
The surface grids are composed of several blocks, especially for a complex
configuration. Each block represents a part of a particular configuration. In the wing
surface, for example, a block can represent an upper surface, a flap, a wingtip or other
part of the wing. Then the degree of guidedness of each block is determined. From
these values, a front can be created. A front consists of several grid blocks that are
connected smoothly. The scheme advances each front depending on the geometric
information of the surrounded blocks. Therefore, each front has its own characteristics
such as a number of guiding fronts or blocks that surrounded that particular front.
These characteristics are utilized to set the priority of advancement of each front.
3.1. Concave Blocks
The grid generation of the concave blocks is the first step of the overall
procedure. The purpose of this stage is to fix any irregularities that exist on the initial
grid surface. A cavity or a cut on the body surface can be considered as irregularities.
The fix is needed in order to advance the initial fronts further outward. The grid front
advancement is done automatically and does not need the input parameters. The
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advancingvectors and advancingdistancesare determinedfrom the neighboring
fronts. In the concaveadvancement,the identificationprocessof the irregularitiesis
verycrucialsinceeachtyperequiresa uniqueprocedure.After all irregularitieson the
bodysurfaceareeliminated,theconcaveblock advancementis completed.
3.1.1. Wing Gap
The wing gap is any cut or gap that exist on the wing surface. This irregularity
is the highest priority for the grid advancement. It has to be fixed before any front can
advance. Figure 3-1 shows a close-up of a cut on the trailing edge of a wing where the
flap would be. The grid has to be generated to fill the cavity exist when the flap is
deployed. First, some information about the edge of the gap needs to be collected. The
number of grid point along each side of the fronts is determined. Based on these
numbers, a front is created to bridge the sides. The result of the generated front is
presented in figure 3-2. Then the newly generated front is set as an active front. This
means that this front will advance with the guidance of three fronts that surrounded it.
The advancing distances and advancing vectors can be determined from those guide
fronts. The predictor-corrector step is applied to the front and the result of the first
advancement is shown in figure 3-3. The front continues to advance using the
predictor-corrector step until it fills the whole gap. It can be seen that the cut on the
wing surface has been fixed using the procedure described above. The result of the
grid advancement is shown in figure 3-4.
3.1.2. Guided Front
The next priority is given to a front that is connected to other fronts with its
angle between adjacent fronts less than forty-five degrees and greater than zero. A
degree of guidedness of two is assigned to a side of the front that has these
20
characteristics.Figure 3-5 showsthe sampleof initial grid blocks for this degreeof
guidednessvalue. The grid advancementis unique from otherdegreeof guidedness
valuesbecauseit will createa ray of grid lines that originatedfrom the singularend.
Thenumberof lines isdeterminedfrom thesizeof theangle.A newfront is createdto
bridgethetwo original frontsasshownin figure3-6. Thenewlycreatedfront becomes
an active front that will advancewith the guidance of two original fronts. The
advancementdistanceis determinedby the grid spacingof the initial fronts and the
advancingvectorsfollow thegrid of the initial fronts. Thepredictor-correctorscheme
is used and the first few advancementis shown in figure 3-7. This advancement
continuesuntil the areabetweenthe initial fronts is filled. The final resultof thegrid
developmentfor this degreeof guidednessis illustrated in figure 3-8. This type of
advancementwill ensurethatthegrid hasminimal skewness.
The lowestpriority is given to fronts that have a degreeof guidednessvalue
equalto oneon anyof its sides.This meansthat a particularfront will advancewith
theguidanceof the surroundedfronts.Thenumberof guidedfrontsthatareconnected
to thefont of interestneedsto bedetermined.Thefront thathasthemostguidedfronts
advancesfirst followed by otherfrontsthat havefewer guidingfronts.An initial grid
block is presentedin figure 3-9.Atter determiningthe degreeof guidednessof every
sideof everygrid block, it canbeseenthattherearetwo frontsthat areguidedfronts.
Onefront is surroundedby guidedfronts andforms acavity on thebodysurface.This
particularfront hasfour connectedguidedfronts.The otherfront hasoneguidedfront
attachedto it. The sequenceof the advancementis determinedfrom the numberof
guided fronts; therefore,the first front advancesto fill the cavity andthe result are
shown in figure 3-10. Then the next front advancesand the illustration of this
advancementis presentedin figure3-11.
3.2. Offset Block
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The next step of the overall advancement of the procedure is done on the offset
block. This advancement can be customized according to the user input. The offset
block advancement is very crucial in determining the success of the grid generation. It
generates the first few grid points closest to the body surface so it becomes the
foundation of the grid generation for the rest of the domain. Also, the quality of the
grid in this stage has significant influence on the solution of the entire flow field.
The basic rule to advance the front on the offset block is to advance one front
the number of steps that is specified by the user with the "nadvoffset" parameter in the
mapbg.inp input file that is described in appendix A. After the current advancement is
completed, the next front will be advanced. The procedure is repeated until all fronts
on the surface grid are advanced. Figure 3-12(a) shows an initial grid surface that
consists of six blocks. Since none of the blocks is connected smoothly, there are six
fronts on the surface grid. One front is chosen as an active front. The front can be
chosen by the user or by the scheme. Then the front advances a number of cells
outward as specified by the user as illustrated in figure 3-12(b). After the first
advancement is completed, the second front advances in a similar manner to the first
one. Figure 3-12(c) shows the front advancing upward. This step is repeated until the
advancements of the rest of the front are completed. The final grid result is presented
in figure 3-12(c).
The sequence of the front that will be advanced can be determined in two
ways. The first method is to use the default sequence. Using this method, front number
one advances first and is followed by number two and so on until the last front is
reached. Sequential front advancement may not work in some cases. For example, the
wingtip cannot be advanced before the wing surface is already advanced. Therefore,
the second method is preferred. The user specifies the sequence of the front
advancement by specifying the front number in offset.inp input file that is described on
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appendix A. By this method, the wing surface advances before the wingtip does. The
grid generation of a surface grid can be customized to the user's preference.
3.3. Outer Block
The last stage of the grid advancement is the outer block advancement. The
procedure in the outer block is similar to offset block procedure except, in this stage,
each front advances one layer outward until the advancement of every front is
completed. This step is repeated until the number of advancement specified by the user
is satisfied. The number is "nadvmax" in the mapbg.inp input file.
23
Figure 3-1 Example of a gap on the trailing edge of a wing.
Figure 3-2 Creating a bridging front.
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Figure3-3 Advancingthebridgingfront guidedby threeotherfronts.
Figure3-4 Final resultof theadvancementandthegapfilled with thegrid.
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Figure 3-5 Initial grid blocks with angle between two fronts of 30 degree (Degree of
Guidedness = 2 ).
Figure 3-6 Creating a new bridging front.
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Figure 3-7 Advancing the new front guided by initial fronts.
Figure 3-8 Final result of the grid advancement.
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cavity on the surface grids
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Figure 3-9 Initial grid blocks that have two irregularities.
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Figure 3-10 Result the grid advancement by filling the cavity on the initial grid surface.
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Figure 3-11 Result of the grid advancement by growing the guided front.
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Figure 3-12 Example of offset block advancement : (a) Initial grid that consists of six
blocks, (b) Advancing the first front as many cells as the number specified
by the user, (c) Advancing the subsequent front for the same number of
cells, (d) Final result of the offset grid advancement process.
Chapter 4
Applications
The grid generation for a complex wing configuration using the predictor-
corrector scheme is discussed in this chapter. The grids of two different configurations
are generated. The first configuration is a wing with a split flap and the second one is
a wing with a finite-thickness split flap deflected 30 degrees.
4.1. Wing with Split Flap Configuration
A wing with split flaps is shown in figure 4-1. The configuration has 40 grid
blocks with each block represents a small part of the wing. First, the direction of the
grid advancement needs to be determined. The direction is decided by "right hand
rule"; therefore, the grid point is ordered in the consistent manner. Special care must
be given to a split flap. Since the split flap is infinitesmally small, it advances in the
upward and downward direction and two similar grid blocks are created with a
reversed order of the grid points. The initial grids are checked for one-to-one
connectivity property, and if necessary, a modification will be made to the grid blocks.
The necessary input files are also written for this particular grid surface.
The next step is to calculate the degree of guidedness of each grid block. Fronts
are formed for the grid blocks that are connected smoothly with neighboring blocks.
Also the priority of advancement is given to each front. Two gaps on the wing surface
are identified. Since those gaps have the highest priority, they advance first. Figure 4-2
shows the generated grids to fill the gap on left wing. Then the gap in the left wing is
also filled and it is shown in figure 4-3.
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The next grid advancementis givento any guidedfront. A guided front is
foundonthewing surface.Thesplit flap andthelowersurfaceof thewing form a gap.
Thegapconsistsof two fronts that form a smallanglebetweenthemso a degreeof
guidednessvalueof two is assigned.Figure4-4 illustratesthegridsthatfill thegapon
rightwing. Thesameprocedureis doneon theleft wing andit is shownin figure 4-5.
As the result of the previousadvancements,fronts that havesurroundedthe guided
front areformed.The front betweenthe two split flapson the lower wing surfaceis
chosenfor thenextadvancement.Theresultof theadvancementis presentedin figure
4-6. It canbe seenthat therearestill guidedfronts on bothsidesof the wing. The
guidedfrontson theright andleft wing areadvanced.Theadvancementof thesefronts
is shownin figure4-7.The final grid astheresultof theconcaveblock advancementis
presentedin figure 4-8. This stageof advancementis completedbecausethere is no
guidedfrontsor gapsthat existon thewing configuration.
Thenextstageis theoffsetblock advancement.Severalnew frontsarecreated
in this step.Thesequenceof advancementsi determinedby the userinput. The first
frontconsistsof all blocksthat representheupperandlower surfaceof thewing. The
resultof the first advancementis shownin figure 4-9. Then,both wingtips will be
advanced.The advancementsof thesewingtipsareshownin figures4-10 and 4-11.
After theseadvancementsarecompleted,thefront atthebackof thewing is advanced.
Thefinal grid is presentedin figure 4-12.Theoffsetblock advancementis completed
sincethereareonly four frontscreatedontheconfiguration.
4.2. Wing with Finite-Thickness Split Flap Configuration
The next example is a wing with finite-thickness split flap deflected 30 degrees
and it is shown in figure 4-13. First, the grid is checked so that the desired direction of
advancement is established. Then, the degree of guidedness of each block is
calculated. The cuts on the wing surface are recognized and they will be filled
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immediately.Figure4-14 showsthe completeadvancementto fill thecut on the right
wing. Then,thecuton theleft wing isalsofilled andit is illustratedin figure 4-15.
Thenexttaskis to fill thegapbetweentheupperpartof theflap andthe lower
surfaceof the newly generatedsurface. The grids are generatedto fill these
irregularitiesandtheresult is shownin figures4-16 and4-17.Then, thereare three
fronts that will be advanced.The first front is locatedbetweenboth flaps. It is
generatedusingthe guideof the side front of both split flaps.The generatedgrid is
shownin figure 4-18.Thenthereis a front on the left andtheright wing that have a
guidedfront on its side.Theresultof grid advancementon theright wing is shownin
figure4-19.Thenthefront on theleft wing advancesandthegridresultis illustratedin
figure4-20.Thisadvancementcompletestheprocessonconcaveblocks.
After the concaveblocks are completed,the offset block grid generationis
started.Thefrontsarecreatedfrom thenewly generatedgrid.The first front that will
beadvancedconsistsof upperwing surfaceand lowerwing surface.Theresult of this
advancementis shown in figure 4-21. The next step is to advanceboth wing tip
surfacesasspecifiedby theuser.Figure4-22showstheresultof theadvancementof
left wing tip and the grid results of right wing is shown in figure 4-23. The fmal step is
to advance the trailing edge surface of the newly generated grids. The final result of
the advancement of a wing with finite-thickness split flap is presented in figure 4-24.
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Figure 4-1 Initial grid of a P-51 Mustang wing with a split flap.
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Figure 4-2 Fill the gap on the left part of the wing.
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Figure 4-3 Fill the gap on the right part of the wing.
Figure 4-4 Advance the grid to fill the gap between the wing surface and the splitflap
on the right part of the wing.
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Figure4-5 Advancethegrid to fill thegapbetweenthewing surfaceandthesplit flap
on theleft partof thewing.
Figure4-6 Generatethegridsof thefrontsbetweentwo split flaps.
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Figure4-7 Advancingthe front that has guided side on the right wing.
Figure 4-8 Advancing the front that has guided side on the left wing. The grid after
completed the concave block advancement.
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Figure4-9 Generatethe gridsof thefirst fronton theoffsetblock advancement.
Figure4-10 Generatethegrids of thesecondfronton theoffsetblock advancement.
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Figure 4-11 Generate the grids of the third front on the offset block advancement.
¥
Figure 4-12 Final result of the grid advancement.
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Figure 4-13 Initial grid of a P-51 Mustang wing with finite-thickness split flaps
¥
Figure 4-14 Fill the gap on the left part of the wing
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Figure 4-15 Fill the gap on the right part of the wing
Figure 4-16 Advance the grid to fill the gap between the wing surface and the finite-
thickness split flap on the right wing
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Figure 4-17 Advance the grid to fill the gap between the wing surface and the finite-
thickness split flap on the left wing
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Figure 4-18 Generate the grids of the fronts between two split flaps
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Figure 4-19 Advancing the front that has guided side on the right wing.
Figure 4-20 Advancing the front that has guided side on the left wing. The grid after
completed the concave block advancement.
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Figure4-21 Advancementof thefirst front ( lowerandupperwing surfaces).
Figure4-22 Advancementof thesecondfront (left wingtipsurface).
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Figure4-23 Advancementof thethird front (rightwingtip surface).
¥
Figure 4-24 Final grid after all advancement stages are completed
Chapter 5
Conclusions
The automatic grid generation for a complex wing-flap configuration is
presented. The Modified Advancing Front Method as a predictor and an elliptic
scheme as a corrector is utilized. The predictor step is similar to the hyperbolic grid
generation in marching the grids outward. The purpose of the elliptic scheme is to
smooth the grid produced by the predictor step. Several new techniques of grid
advancement are developed to handle the gaps and flaps on wing surfaces. By defining
the correct sequence of grid advancements, such irregularities can be solved. Using the
geometric information obtained from the initial grid surface, the code has the
capability to recognize those irregularities automatically. The geometric information of
the body is also used to drive the grid advancement. The user input consists of the
initial grid, the advancement distance and the number of advancements. However, the
user still has control over the generation process so the final grids can be customized
for the needs of the flow field. The grids for two different wing configurations are
generated to prove the capabilities of this grid generation method. This automatic
process can reduce the load of the user and increase the efficiency of the flow field
simulations.
Several suggestions for future research to improve this method are to explore a
new technique to handle more complex wing configuration. A realistic wing
configuration with all of its complexity becomes the ultimate goal of this automatic
grid generation. To add more capabilities to handle the complexity of a real wing, the
codes may need to be rewritten so that it runs more efficiently. Also, a graphical user
interface (GUI) is necessary to simplify the process to generate the grids.
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Appendix A
Input Parameters
The input parameters are provided by the user. These parameters are divided into three
files. The definition of each parameter is described below.
1. mapbg.inp • this file is required for the grid generation process.
1.1. input_control
front_file • filename that contains the initial grid of the body surface.
front_format" format of the grid file.
1.2. advance control
dzaw" distance of the grid advancement.
dzratio • ratio of distance between the current advancement and the
previous one.
nadvoffset • number of offset block advancements.
nadvmax • number of maximum number of advancements including
the offset block advancements.
1.3. scheme control
ialgell : type of scheme to control the interpolation of the advancing
vectors.
0" for algebraic only.
1 • for algebraic/elliptic scheme.
2 • for weighted-averaging of algebraic/elliptic scheme.
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iplsor • typeof successiveover-relaxation(SOR)schemein the
correctorstep.
0 •for pointSOR.
1• for line SOR.
itsmooth • numberof iterationin smoothingprocessin thecorrectorstep.
Thesuggestednumberis between50and 100
uic_file • filenameof theuserdefineddegreeof guidedness.
Thedefaultfilenameis uicall.inp.
1.4.output_control
ivbout • volumeblockoutputonvbout.doc.
1 • print theoutputfile.
0 • donotprint theoutputfile.
ivbedge•volumeblockedgeoutputonvbout.doc.
1 • print theoutputfile.
0 • donotprint theoutputfile.
ivbound • volumeblockboundaryoutputonvbound.doc.
1 •print theoutputfile.
0 • donotprint theoutputfile.
idoc • informationon theparametersoneachadvancement.
1 •print theoutputfile.
0 • donotprint theoutputfile.
1.5.misc control
interf: graphicaluserinterfaceoption.
clevel • informationonadvancementprintedon thescreen.
sortnode•optionto sortthenodes.
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2. uicall.inp •optionalfile thatspecifiedthedegreeof guidednessonanyparticular
sideof afront.Theformatof thefile is •
dog nf ns
where• dog• degreeof guidednessvalue.( 2, 1,O,-1, -2, -3 )
nf" grid block number.
ns" side number of the nf
3. Offset.inp • optional file that specify the sequence of the front that will be advanced
on the offset block advancement.
